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Abstract: Gliomas are fast growing and usually manifest in an aggressive infiltrative model. MMP2 overexpression
is associated with brain tumor malignancy and metastasis formation. The aim of this study was to investigate the
influence of MMP2 on glioma formation and clinical outcomes by performing analysis at the DNA, RNA, and protein
levels. Methylation status and mRNA level were evaluated in 162 samples; the MMP2 protein level was analyzed in
28 patient preoperative and postoperative blood samples using protein microarray analysis and conventional ELISA.
The MMP2 MSP analysis revealed a gradually increasing gene promoter demethylation frequency, and the KaplanMeier analysis showed that the methylated gene promoter is related to longer overall survival (Log-rank test X2 =
12.508, df = 1, P < 0.0001). Relative mRNA expression was significantly downregulated when the promoter was
methylated. Pairwise comparison analysis showed statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.05) differences
in the MMP2 expression median when comparing different glioma grades. The Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed that
low MMP2 expression was associated with better survival (Log-rank test X2 = 7.732, df = 1, P = 0.005). At the protein
level, MMP2 expression in patient sera showed no differences between malignancy grades and patient preoperative and postoperative states, while the ELISA assay showed the tendency of accumulating MMP2 protein in higher
malignancy patient sera samples. The Kaplan-Meier analysis showed the tendency of having a shorter survival time
with a higher MMP2 protein level in patient sera. MMP2 has a significant role in glioma pathogenesis and could be
used as a potential molecular marker for tumor progression.
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Introduction
Gliomas are the most common among primary
brain tumors, with a frequency of approximately
7/100.000 new cases per year [1]. Tumor grading is based on the 2007 WHO classification
system that distinguishes gliomas according to
histological features [2]. Astrocytomas are the
most common and account for 2/3 of all gliomas [3]. Astrocytic tumors are divided into 4
grades: I-pilocytic astrocytoma, II-diffuse astrocytoma, and III and IV are known as anaplastic astrocytoma and glioblastoma multiforme
(GMB) respectively. Gliomas, especially assigned as highly malignant (grade III and IV),
are fast growing and usually manifest in an
aggressive infiltrative model. This is due to a
high morbidity and mortality rate: overall survival with GMB diagnosis is less than 2 years,
despite all known treatment strategies [4, 5].

Treatment effectiveness is also aggravated
by gliomas’ heterogeneity-even morphologically
identical tumors sometimes are characterized
by various reactions to treatment and show different clinical outcomes. Consequently, it is
important to identify predictive molecular markers that are critical to the process of glioma formation and malignancy.
Several studies have shown the MMP2 gene as
an important marker in glioma genesis. [6-9].
Protein coded by the MMP2 gene is known as
matrix metallopeptidase 2 and belongs to the
large family of zinc-dependent endopeptidases [6]. A protein with the property of degradation of IV collagen (structural component of
extracellular matrix) is involved in physiological
processes such as X chromosome inactivation,
tissue specific gene expression, and morphogenesis [10]. However, it is also believed to be
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involved in various pathological processes during glioma formation [9]. MMP2 overexpression
is associated with brain tumor malignancy and
metastasis formation [11]. Mice models have
also shown a significant correlation between
the MMP2 protein and survival time, where
GBM-bearing mice had considerably better survival prognosis in the absence of the MMP2
protein [9]. MMP2 is also associated with neoangiogenesis and tumor vascularization [12].
Studies in mice showed a correlation between
the MMP2 protein concentration and the
increasing formation of new blood vessels with
a variable vascular phenotype. Nevertheless,
newly formed vasculature was characterized by
an irregular structure and shape, possibly causing glioma cells to be more prone to apoptosis
[9]. Therefore, the MMP2 gene could be expected to have a dual role in tumor growth, and further studies are crucial for a better understanding of the origin of glioma. The aim of this study
was to investigate the influence of MMP2 on
glioma formation and clinical outcomes by performing analysis at the DNA, RNA, and protein
levels.
Materials and methods
Patients and sample collection
This study was approved by the Kaunas
Regional Biomedical Research Ethics Committee. All participants provided written informed consent in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration. Patient glioma tumor tissues were
obtained after resection at the National Centre
of Neurosurgery at the Hospital of Lithuanian
University of Health Sciences Kauno Klinikos
between 2004 and 2016. Database closure
was in April 2017, and patients who were still
alive at this date were censored during further
analysis. All tumors were histologically diagnosed and assigned to a malignancy grade at
the Department of Pathology of the Hospital of
Lithuanian University of Health Sciences Kauno
Klinikos according to the 2007 World Health
Organization (WHO) classification [2]: Tissue
specimens were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen
immediately post resection and stored until further analysis.
The Methylation status and mRNA level were
evaluated in 162 samples of different grades
of glioma: 10 samples were diagnosed as I
grade astrocytoma, 45 as II grade, 24-III and
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83 had IV grade GMB diagnosis. A MMP2
protein analysis was performed on 28 patients’ blood samples before and after tumor resection (II-8, III-3, IV-17) using a protein microarray analysis, and 33 glioma blood
samples before tumor resection (II-8, III-3,
IV-22), and 17 healthy controls with ELISA
analysis.
DNA extraction and bisulfite modification
DNA was extracted from ~100 mg frozen tissue
sample using the desalting method with chloroform. DNA concentrations were measured with
the NanoDropTM 2000 system. 400 ng of extracted DNA was used for the bisulfite treatment. The bisulfite modification was performed
using an EZ DNA Methylation™ Kit (ZymoResearch).
Evaluation of MMP2 promoter methylation
status
The MMP2 promoter methylation status was
determined using methylation specific PCR
(MSP). The reaction was performed in 15 µL
total volume, consisting of: 7.5 µL Hot Start
PCR Master Mix with Hot start Taq DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 4.5 µL
nuclease-free water (Thermo Fisher Scientific),
1 µL (10 pmol/µL) of each primer, specific to
methylated/unmethylated promoter (Metabion
International) and ~20 ng of bisulfite-treated
DNA as a template. Primers sequences for
methylated MMP2 sequence were 5’-GGACGTTAAGGGTTTAGAGC-3’ (sense), 5’-CAATACACGACCTCGTCAC-3’ (antisense), for unmethylated-5’-GGATGTTAAGGGTTTAGAGT-3’ (sense),
5’-CAATACACAACCTCATCAC-3’ (antisense). Also, three controls were performed: positive“Bisulfite converted Universal Methylated Human DNA Standard & Control primer “(Zymo
Research), negative-bisulfite treated human
blood lymphocytes DNA and water control (no
template control). MS-PCR performed in 38 cycles with following conditions: Taq Polymerase
activation 95°C 5 min, denaturation 95°C 15
sec, annealing 59°C 30 sec, extension 72°C
15 sec and final extension 72°C 5 min. The
products after amplification were visualized
using the agarose gel electrophoresis method.
Each sample methylation status was evaluated
according to visible signals and documented
using an 0 (unmethylated) and 1 (methylated)
system.
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enous control and an average
of CT (threshold cycle) for both
target (MMP2) and reference
(GAPDH) genes in each sample were calculated. Data
were analysed using the log2
(2-ΔΔCt) method where: CT1 = CT
(MMP2)-CT (GAPDH); CT2 = CT
(MMP2 endogenous control
value)-CT (GAPDH endogenous control value); ΔΔCT = CT1CT2. Finally, log2 (2-ΔΔCt) was
calculated.
Figure 1. Analysis of unmethylated MMP2 promoter effect on patient survival prognosis. A. Unmethylated genes’ promoter frequency (%) in different grades of glioma. B. Kaplan-Meier survival curves, indicating survival
(months) dependency from MMP2 promoter methylation status in all glioma
patients; Log-rank test χ2 = 12.508, df = 1, P < 0.000.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and gene
expression analysis
Total RNA from the homogenized sample was
purified using TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies) and ultrasound (ultrasonic processor, Cole
Parmer). The extracted RNA concentration
and purity were evaluated using NanoDropTM
for spectophotometric analysis. The reverse
transcription (RT) reaction with random hexamer primers (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
RevertAid H Minus M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was performed in a total volume of 20 µL according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. 2 µg of purified
RNA was used for synthesis. After synthesis,
cDNA samples were diluted to 5 ng/µL and
stored at -80°C until analysis. qRT-PCR performed with TaqMan probes on 7500 Fast
Real-time PCR detection system (Applied
Biosystems). Reactions were made in triplicate
in a total volume of 12 µl, which included 15 ng
of sample cDNA, TaqMan Universal Master Mix
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), TaqMan Gene
Expression Assay for MMP2 (Hs01548727_
m1) (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and nucleasefree water (Thermo Fisher Scientific). GAPDH
was used as a reference gene and “FirstChoice®
Human Brain Reference Total RNA” (Ambion)
after cDNA synthesis was applied as an endogenous control. The reaction was performed in
40 cycles at the following conditions: 95°C 10
min, 95°C 15 sec, 60°C 1 min. After reaction,
all plates were normalized according to endog-
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MMP2 protein level evaluation in patient blood serum

Patients’ protein levels in blood serum was measured using a protein microarray [13].
Preoperative venous blood from astrocytic glioma patients was collected before any invasive
procedures, chemo- or radiotherapy. Postoperative blood was collected 7 days after tumour resection. For controls we invited healthy
subjects with no indications of glioma and no
signs of infection or inflammation at the day
blood was collected. Blood from healthy individuals was collected using the same procedure as for astrocytic glioma patients. Blood
samples were collected using 3 ml vacutainer
system. Within one-hour blood was centrifuged
for 10 min. at 1300 × g and after dividing into
aliquots supernatant (blood serum) was stored
at -80°C. The MMP2 in each patient’s blood
serum was measured using the “Custom
Human Cytokine Antibody Array” (10 targets)
(Abcam). It’s an ELISA based analytical-type
protein array: antibodies against 10 different
proteins, including MMP2, are printed in duplex
on a nitrocellulose membrane by the manufacturer. All procedures were carried out according
to the manufacturer’s protocol [13]: 5 × diluted
blood serum was added on the membrane and
incubated overnight at 4°C. The next day, the
array was washed and incubated with a biotinconjugated secondary antibody cocktail against
targets. After washing, the membrane was
incubated with HRP-streptavidin, washed again
and covered with a detection buffer mixture.
Signals were detected with chemiluminescence
using “BioSpectrum Imaging system” (UVP,
Analytik Jena Company, UK). The software program ImageJ (National Institutes of Health,
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USA) was used to evaluate the results: each
spot intensity was measured using equal
squares. Background-same membrane Negative Control Spots (printed buffer with no antibodies) averaged signal-were eliminated from
each result. For every target, including MMP2,
duplex signal intensities were averaged. Each
membrane was normalized too: one membrane
was selected as the “reference membrane”
and the other membranes’ results were calculated using the algorithm: X(Ny) = X(y) * P1/P(y),
where: P1-mean signal density of positive control spots (controlled amount of biotinylated
antibody printed onto the membrane) on reference membrane; P(y)-mean signal density of
positive control spots on membrane “Y”; X(y)-”
mean signal density on membrane “y”; X(Ny)normalized signal intensity for spot “X” on
membrane “Y”.
ELISA
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) was used for a quantitative analysis of
the human glioma serum samples. The analysis was performed with the commercial “MMP2
Human ELISA kit” (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The serum samples were diluted 15-fold
for the determination of MMP-2. Optical density was measured at a wavelength of 450
nm with the absorbance reader “Sunrise”
(Tecan Trading). The intra-assay coefficient of
variation (CV%) of MMP-2 is reported by the
manufacturer to be 3.2% at a mean concentration of 24 ng/mL, SD = 0.8. The cutoff point
was 160 ng/mL for MMP-2. The positive results of MMP-2 are below the cutoff values. The
samples were assayed in duplicate and the
mean concentrations were used for statistical
analysis.
Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was carried out with the
software of IBM SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM SPSS)
and GraphPad Software Inc. “Prism 6“. All continuous variables were described as median. In
order to evaluate methylation status differences between tumor grades, the mRNA levels,
and the patients’ clinical data (gender, age, survival group), a Pearson’s chi-square test was
used. Gene expression differences across the
gene methylation groups were evaluated using
a Mann-Whitney test and across grade groups
3013

using a Kruskal-Wallis test. To evaluate differences in protein levels in patients’ blood serum in two dependent groups, Wilcoxon test was
used and for evaluation of the statistical differences between the two independent groupsMann-Whitney test. The survival time of
patients was calculated from the date of operation until the date of death, or the date of the
last follow-up and analyzed with the KaplanMeier curves using a Log-rank test. To test the
statistical hypothesis, the significance level of
0.05 was selected.
Results
MMP2 promoter methylation is an indicator of
better prognosis in glioma
The MMP2 promoter methylation status was
measured in 162 samples of different grades
of glioma. As mentioned before, an active form
of MMP2 coding protein is believed to be
involved in a variety of pathological processes
during glioma formation. As shown in Figure 1A
this group consisted of 55 samples with variations in the percentages of determined unmethylated promoter status: 20% (2/10) of pilocytic
astrocytoma, 17.8% (8/45) of diffuse astrocytoma, 29.2% (7/24) and 45.8% (38/83) of anaplastic astrocytoma and glioblastoma multiforme, respectively. The analysis revealed
gradually increasing gene’s unmethylated promoter frequency with significant increment in
GMB. As the results have shown a possible tendency that the promoter methylation status
could be inversely proportional to the glioma
prognosis, we decided to evaluate the interface
between this modification and patients’ survival. The Kaplan-Meier analysis has shown
(Figure 1B) that the methylated gene‘s promoter is related to longer overall survival (Log-rank
test X2 = 12.508, df = 1, P < 0.001). Also in
order to evaluate correlations between promoter methylation and the patients’ clinical data,
the methylation statuses were analysed in different age groups (≤ 60, > 60), gender (male,
female), and survival time (≤ 24, > 24 months).
As shown in Table 1, the analysis failed to show
any significant correlation between the promoter methylation and the patient‘s gender and
age (χ2 = 8.835, df = 1, P > 0.05). However,
analysis revealed that 2-year survival was more
likely in the case of the methylated gene promoter (χ2 = 11.540, df = 1, P = 0.003).
Therefore, results indicate that the lack of proInt J Clin Exp Pathol 2018;11(6):3010-3018
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Table 1. Relationship between MMP2 promoter methylation status
and clinical patients’ data
N Methylated (%) Unmethylated (%) p value
Cases
162 107 (66.0)
55 (34.0)
Tumor grade
I
10
8 (80.0)
2 (20.0)
0.009
II
45
37 (82.2)
8 (17.8)
III
24
17 (70.8)
7 (29.2)
IV
83
45 (54.2)
38 (45.8)
Low grade glioma
55
45 (81.8)
10 (18.2)
0.002
High grade glioma
107
62 (57.9)
45 (42.1)
Gender
Male
73
50 (68.5)
23 (31.5)
0.552
Female 89
57 (64.0)
32 (36.0)
Age, yr
> 60
51
31 (60.8)
20 (39.2)
0.337
≤ 60
111
76 (68.5)
35 (31.5)
Survival (months) > 24
67
53 (79.1)
14 (20.9)
0.003
≤ 24
95
54 (56.8)
41 (43.2)

moter methylation in the case of the MMP2
gene is associated with glioma malignancy and
aggressiveness.
Promoter methylation plays an important role
in MMP2 activity
As mentioned in the previous section, the methylation analysis showed a gradually increasing unmethylated gene promoter frequency,
with the highest rate in the GMB. Since methylation is thought to be one of the main mechanisms controlling gene expression, we decided
to check whether the activity of a gene is
dependent on this modification. MMP2 mRNA
levels were measured using qRT-PCR with
TaqMan probes in the same set that was used
in DNA methylation analysis. mRNA levels were
calculated using 2-ΔΔCt method: all samples
were normalized to the values of the housekeeping gene GAPDH mRNA level. All results
were calculated as relative expression values
in log2 of fold change, including comparison
with determined MMP2 mRNA levels in normal
brain control. The study revealed (Figure 2A)
a significant (Mann-Whitney test P = 0.024),
inversely proportional correlation between
MMP2 activity and promoter methylation status, indicating methylation’s importance in
gene functional activity. In order to evaluate
whether the interface between methylation
status and the mRNA level values are grade
dependent, further analysis was performed.
Expression levels in tumors with methylated
MMP2 promoter were compared with those
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with an unmethylated gene
promoter in each group of
glioma grade. However, the
Mann-Whitney analysis (Figure 2B) did not show any
significant correlations (P
> 0.050). Higher expression in anaplastic tumors
in cases when the promoter was methylated (P =
0.048) could be associated with an insufficient
number of samples.
High MMP2 activity is
associated with worse
clinical outcomes

Since it was demonstrated
that MMP2 activity is dependent on promoter methylation status, the
next step was to determine the impact of an
active gene form on the prognosis of glioma. As
shown in Figure 3A, the highest median of
mRNA values was detected in glioblastoma
multiforme, and the lowest-was detected in
grade I pilocytic astrocytomas. These findings
suggest that increased expression of MMP2
could be one of the causative factors during
glioma formation. Also, we performed a pairwise comparison analysis, and it also shown to
have statistically significant (Mann-Whitney
test, P < 0.05) differences in MMP2 expression
median when comparing different grades of
glioma (Figure 3A). Also it was assessed whether mRNA levels are related to the clinical
patient’s data, unfortunately no significant correlations were detected (age: P = 0.052; gender: P = 0.151; 2-years survival: P = 0.1484).
To better understand an active gene form’s
influence on glioma prognosis, the determined
expression values were categorised into two
groups: “low” and “high”. Groups were divided
according the median of the determined MMP2
expression values. The estimated median of
the set was 3.327; therefore, the “low” group
consisted of samples with an expression value
3.327 and less (n = 81) and the “high” group,with expression values of 3.327 and higher (n =
81). None of the estimated mRNA values were
equal to the determined median. Groups were
compared in order to evaluate whether a
patient’s survival is connected to the MMP2
expression level. The Kaplan-Meier analysis
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expression at the protein level
in the same patients’ blood
serum. Relative protein expression was evaluated by an
ELISA-based protein array on
nitrocellulose membrane, and
the results were further validated using conventional
ELISA.

Figure 2. MMP2 mRNA level dependency on promoter methylation status. A.
Each box represents distribution of MMP2 gene expression values according
to promoter methylation status (M vs U). B. Boxes represent samples with
methylated (M) and unmethylated (U) gene promoter in different grades of
glioma. Middle lines mark median expression; lines outside the boxes represent maximum and minimum values; asterisk indicates significant difference
(*P < 0.05). The relative mRNA expression was significantly downregulated
when the promoter was methylated; however, this tendency was not dependent on grade.

The MMP2 protein expression
level on the protein array was
measured in 33 glioma patient’s blood serum and 17
controls. A low level of protein
expression was observed as
compared to the control serum (Figure 4A). There were
no differences observed between the MMP2 level in the
glioma patients’ preoperative
(S1) and postoperative (S2)
serum, but the median was
higher in the postoperative
samples. Further, there were
no differences observed among the different malignancy
grades (II, III and IV) (Figure
4B), and between the glioma
patient and control groups.

Next, we measured the preoperative serum MMP2 protein concentration using conventional ELISA. The median
MMP2 concentration in glioFigure 3. Connection between expression of MMP2, glioma grade and progma patient serum was 37.1
nosis. A. Relative MMP2 mRNA expression in different grade glioma. Box
plots represent sample distribution among different grades of glioma; asterng/ml and ranged from 23.7
isks indicate significance levels: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. B.
ng/ml to 54.3 ng/ml, in the
Kaplan-Meier survival curves, indicating survival (months) dependency on
control serum-42.4 ng/ml,
2
expression level of MMP2 gene; Log-rank test χ = 7.732, df = 1, P = 0.005.
and ranged from 29.4 ng/ml
to 61.6 ng/ml, in grade II,
revealed that patients whose samples were
-31.3 ng/ml, ranged from 23.7 ng/ml to 46.3
ng/ml, in grade III-28.1 ng/ml and ranged from
categorised as “low” expression had a better
27.6 ng/ml to 42.9 ng/ml, and in grade IV-40.7
survival prognosis when compared with those
ng/ml and ranged from 31.4 ng/ml to 54.3 ng/
with a “high” expression level (Figure 3B, Logml. Grade II gliomas showed a statistically sigrank test χ2 = 7.732 df = 1, P = 0.005). Results
nificant difference compared to the healthy
reaffirmed previous observations, indicating
control group (P = 0.015), and there was a stathat MMP2 could be an informative predictive
tistically significant lower protein concentration
marker in glioma diagnosis.
compared to the glioblastoma patient serum (P
= 0.007), (Figure 5A). The MMP2 protein expreMMP2 protein accumulates in patient serum
ssion values were categorized into two groups:
of higher malignancy gliomas
the “low” protein expression group and the
After completing the gene expression analysis
“high” trying to elucidate its influence on glioma
prognosis. Groups were divided according to
in glioma tumor tissue, we evaluated the MMP2
3015
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genetic, epigenetic and protein levels. Due to its complexity, these tumors, especially GBM, are often fatal. [4,
5]. Therefore, it is crucial to
evaluate the different factors
that could have a direct impact on glioma formation and
progression. In this study, we
uses a variety of approaches
to evaluate MMP2’s signifiFigure 4. MMP2 protein level in glioma patients’ blood serum, measured
using an ELISA-based protein array. A. Relative MMP2 protein concentration
cance to glioma diagnosis in
in blood serum in healthy controls and glioma patients in preoperative (S1)
the DNA, RNA and protein levand postoperative serum (S2). B. Relative MMP2 protein level in blood serum
els. As already mentioned,
of healthy controls, glioma patients in preoperative (S1) and postoperative
one of the main MMP2 funcserum (S2) in different grades of glioma.
tion is ECM remodelling, leading to cell invasion and metastasis. Chernov et al. [14]
in their study using highly
migratory glioblastoma and
low migratory breast carcinoma cells, showed that MMP2
methylation is the key factor,
regulating a gene’s functional
activity. Thus, we started our
study with the evaluation of
methylation’s importance in
glioma pathogenesis. In another study, [15] it was also
shown that a gene’s methylation was determined in 20%
Figure 5. MMP2 protein expression measured using ELISA and glioma progof GBM samples compared to
nosis. A. MMP2 protein level in different grade glioma patient’s blood serum;
Middle lines mark median. Asterisks indicate significance levels: *P < 0.05,
the control group, suggesting
**P < 0.01. B. Kaplan-Meier survival curves, indicating survival (months)
that unbalanced epigenetic
dependency on MMP2 protein expression level; Log-rank test χ2 = 2.261, df
regulation is an important
= 1; P = 0.133.
genetic activity factor. Our
analysis revealed that methylthe MMP2 protein expression median value,
ation frequency could be grade dependent. A
number of studies have also shown that MMP2
37.05 ng/ml, and all values bellow it were conactivity correlates with worse clinical outcomes
sidered as “low” (n = 17), while all values above
and grade of disease in cervical, non-small cell
it were considered as “high” (n = 16). The
lung, pancreatic and bladder cancer, as well as
Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that patients,
malignant brain tumors, indicating MMP2’s
with “low” serum MMP2 protein concentration
importance in cancer biology [11, 14, 16-20].
had a tendency for better survival prognosis
These findings suggest that loss of methylation
compared to patients whose MMP2 level was
could be frequent event during glioma formacategorized as “high” (Figure 5B, Log-rank test,
tion. What is more, the results correspond to
χ2 = 2.261, df = 1, P = 0.133). The MMP2 prothose from survival analysis where a gene’s
tein concentration increase in the higher gliopromoter methylation was associated with lonma grade shows protein involvement in maligger overall survival (P < 0.0001).
nant progression.
Discussion
Glioma is a combined result of a variety of different alterations in a cell occurring at the
3016

Analysis at the mRNA level revealed that gene
methylation could also possibly affect MMP2
mRNA levels. Shukeir et al. [21] in their study
also showed that hypomethylation increases a
Int J Clin Exp Pathol 2018;11(6):3010-3018
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gene‘s expression and tumor invasiveness in
late stage prostate cancer. However, our analysis failed to show any significant difference between promoter methylation status and
mRNA levels. In different glioma grades, we
found that a higher genetic expression is inversely proportional to methylation status.
We also showed that MMP2 expression at
mRNA levels in glioblastoma was strongly
increased compared to pilocytic astrocytomas.
One other study [6] found a significant increase
in MMP2 expression corresponding to glioma
malignancy grade with the highest peak in
GMB, where 100% of samples had been identified as MMP2 overexpressed. A Kaplan-Meier
analysis also revealed that low MMP2 expression is related to better clinical outcomes and
longer overall survival. With the consent of
other studies, it was shown that methylation is
an important mechanism during gliomagenesis
that directly affects genetic activity. What is
more, an increase in genetic activity seems to
be related to glioma grade and clinical outcomes. Taken together, results from our study
indicate that MMP2 has a significant role in
tumor progression and could be used as a
potential molecular marker for early diagnostics.
Next, we showed that the MMP2 protein accumulates in glioma patients’ blood serum samples. In our study MMP2 protein levels were
assessed using protein chip and conventional
ELISA. Measuring relative MMP2 protein concentration with ELISA-based assay in healthy
controls and glioma patient’s serum, we noticed no differences among any of the groups.
Xu et al. found that MMP2 in plasma accurately distinguished high-grade glioma patients
from the controls [21]. On the other hand, they
measured protein levels in the patients’ plasma samples, and not in their blood serum.
Moreover, relative concentrations do not always properly reflect proportions with real
concentrations.
The ELISA assay showed that the MMP2 concentration’s median value was 42.4 ng/ml and
ranged from 29.4 ng/ml to 61.6 ng/ml in
healthy control samples, and in glioma patients’
blood samples, the median value was 37.1 ng/
ml and the concentration ranged from 23.7 ng/
ml to 54.3 ng/ml, and it is around 10 times
lower than observed in serum [22] and mea3017

sured in plasma [23, 24] in other studies.
However, the MMP2 protein level measured by
conventional ELISA showed the tendency that
longer overall patient survival is related to lower
MMP2 concentrations, indicating that MMP2 is
involved in glioma progression.
In conclusion, MMP2 has a significant role in
glioma pathogenesis and could be used as a
potential molecular marker for tumor progression.
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